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The Charter Magazine is a continuous source of

inspiration for CFAs especially the fresher’s. The

interviews of successful aluminous published in

the magazine are helping us get motivated and

do well.

Saranya Reddy, CFA, Nellore

The Charter Magazine is like a perk. Through this

magazine we get to know about our senior ’s

success and get a direction to move forward in

our career. It is an asset for job seekers.

Saurabh Agrawal,  CFA, Varanasi

You should include articles on contemporary

economic issues from CFAs in this magazine. The

job postings section is just not useful as the

opportunities featured here are the same

mailed to us earlier. It does not serve any

purpose.

Praveen Reddy, CFA, Hyderabad

The magazine title should be

changed to make it more

attractive. The cover page

should have the current FATP

batch picture and not that of

the previous one. Through this

platform the CFAs should give

readers their opinion on

market performance and

financial news for the benefit

of freshers. Should reduce the

number of pictures featured

on the page “Cherished

Moments” it should be more business

informative. Interviews, discussions, and

opinions should be encouraged. Recent

market issues should be highlighted in short

with a possible solution.

Twinkle Kothari, CFA, Jamnagar

The Charter magazine is a good initiative of the

financial analyst group. It connects the alumni at

one place. It would be better if you can initiate

the idea of launching an alumni portal where we

can  share our  views experiences and ideas. This

will help in making our brand image strong in the

market.

Naveen Kumar, CFA, Sonepat

The Charter Magazine is very useful for the CFAs. It

is a good platform to connect CFA community. The

interviews in the magazine are very inspiring.

More alumni should come foreward to share

their experiences through this magazine. It

should also contain recent updates on financial

markets and CFA curriculum.

Mayur Rastogi, CFA, Meerut

The Charter magazine is a very good platform for

all those interested to keep themselves

updated with professional and personal life of

the alumni. The contents are very informative.

Every page of this magazine that features

seminars, editorial column, CFA association

meetings and most important job posting and

career moves gives us inspiration and boosts

our morale to perform better. My best wishes to

all the CFAs and also to the publications team

for giving us such a wonderful & motivational

magazine.

Rahul Bhardwaj, CFA, Rohtak

The Charter magazine is good

and informative. It is a good way

to get connected to the CFA

community. It is very useful for

CFAs. Congratulations to the

editorial team for the success of

this magazine. Keep it up and

bring out more issues that could

be helpful to us.

Patel Jayeshkumar B, CFA,

Ahmedabad

The Charter produced by The

Financial Analyst Group is a review of the

community’s economics, business development,

alumni events and community services. It is very

informative and a good way to get connected to

the CFA community. The job opportunities page is

also very helpful in providing industry

requirements successfully.

Ritu Vyas, CFA, Indore

The Charter magazine is very informative with

Interviews, seminars, Job postings etc being

featured. After going through it I really felt

that I  should have had an access to this

magazine when I was a student preparing for

my exams. Hence I suggest that this magazine

should be made avai lable also to the CFA

students.

Pavan Kumar, CFA, Visakhapatnam
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Tell us something about

yourself and your family.

I am currently working as a

Group Chief F inancial

Officer for Zydus Cadila with

its flagship company, Cadila

Healthcare Limited. Prior to

joining Zydus Cadila in early

2009, I worked for Ashima

Group in Ahmedabad as an

Executive Director.

I have done B.Com, LL.B., CA,

MBA (IIM, Ahmedabad) and

CFA. My academics record

has been good all along with

2nd rank in Gujarat Higher

Secondary board exams in

the year 1978, 2nd rank in

B.Com, 1st rank in LL.B from

Gujarat University, 5th rank

in Inter CA and 21st rank in

final CA at the national level.

Nitinkumar Dalsukhray Parekh, CFA

CFO, Zydus Cadila, Ahmedabad

Secured 12th rank in MBA

from IIM Ahmedabad and

finally secured highest

marks in 5 out of 9 subjects

in CFA from Icfai in 1990.

My wife Rupa is a commerce

graduate and a homemaker.

My daughter Niyati has

completed her MBBS and is

undergoing internship after

which she will pursue her

post graduate studies. My

son Vaibhav who is in 12th

standard, is interested in

pursuing engineering.

What has been your

greatest accomplishment?

There are several

accomplishments which I

have in my career and each

has its own significance in

the perspective of time. I owe

my career progress and the

present position in which I

am today, to my education

and hence I value my

educational achievement

the most. Keeping this in

mind, I am proud to say that

my greatest

accomplishment was when I

secured the first rank in

Group-E of the CFA program

with highest marks in both

the subjects. I had earlier

secured the first rank in

Gujarat but not at the

national level. .

What is success according to

you?

Success according to me is

what one values and wants

to achieve in life. If I reflect

on my career, success was a

result of three essential

factors, hard work, honesty

and luck. Success depends

85% on hard work, 10% on

honesty and only 5% on luck.

Honesty includes the

sincerity of purpose and the

means to achieve it. It also

includes respect for

education, teachers and

parents. This may look more

of a philosophy to some

people but for me it is a fact

of life. Right from my school

days till this day I make it a

point to pay my ‘Namaskar’

to my parents before I leave

home everyday.

Success needs planning,

organizing, coordinating

and controlling just like any

other management process.

One needs to set a goal and

then frame a strategy to

achieve the same. Translate

the strategy into actions and

then ensure strict

monitoring mechanism to

take remedial actions.

How do you balance work &

family?

It is certainly not easy to

balance work and family.

Work requires dedication

and family requires

devotion. Work requires

aggressiveness and family

requires tenderness. Apart

from long office hours which

are usually 10-11 hours a

day, I also travel a lot. The

best gift you can give your

family is your time. So

keeping this in mind I

usually plan two holidays in

a year; one in summer time

and another during Diwali.

I had been to USA, Europe,

Malaysia, Singapore,

Mauritius, Australia,

Thailand, Sri Lanka etc with

family for pleasure trip. I

prefer such holidays

because that is the period

during which one can bond

with the family.

I spend time to oversee my

children’s education and

guide them in making the

right career choices. I also

spend time with family for

shopping. Another

important thing to do is to

listen to their issues of day-

to-day life. We also visit

clubs, restaurants and

theatres.

What are your hobbies and

leisure pursuits?

I  love writing poems,
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articles and speeches for

special occasions. Most of

my poems are addressed to

my wife and on other

general topics or on events

in family. I  love to sing,

though at times I am not

allowed to do so, in public

interest! Music is the

greatest therapy of all

times and thus I sing and

entertain myself, fami ly

and friends. I also like

spending time traveling,

exploring and admiring

nature  breathing

refreshing air from vast

gardens, getting lost in the

roaring music of the

oceans and beauty of ice

topped mountains and hill

stations. I also deliver

lectures at educational

institutions and

professional forums. I

Write articles on

educational topics in the

Times of India and other

regional newspapers. I like

to deliver speeches on

social and religious topics.

How has the CFA

qualification helped you in

enhancing your career?

CFA is a very specialized

program and has immense

value for f inance

professionals.  The

concepts and depth of

subjects have provided me

with the essential  ski l ls

which are very important

in areas like mergers and

acquisitions, valuation of

c o m p a n i e s / b u s i n e s s /

brands, capital structure

decisions, foreign

exchange matters etc.

It is possible that what we

learn in CFA may not be

useful immediately but

what we learn is of great

significance. When I

successfully negotiate

large M&A deals, I feel that

knowledge gained through

the CFA program has

helped me tremendously.

There are certain things

that I have learnt in CFA

and not in either CA or

MBA at I IM-A. Thus CFA

program has certainly

broadened my horizon of

knowledge and sharpened

my skills.

Your advice to fellow CFAs

embarking upon their

career in the financial sector

Follow the slogan of late

Shri Dhirubhai Ambani ‘Our

dreams have to be bigger,

our ambitions higher, our

commitment deeper and

efforts greater’. The students

should always keep in mind

that the knowledge they

would gain from the CFA

program is very important.

Never be under the

impression that CFA is an

add-on qualification. It is a

qualification with its own

mettle and value.

While studying pay more

attention to the real

learning for a lifetime. Don’t

consider anything to be less

relevant than the other. For

instance, whatever I studied

in CFA in the year 1990 in

terms of CAPM, I could use

the same only in the year

1998 when I challenged the

equity share valuation

worked out by one of the

most reputed merchant

banking firms. I could

effectively convince them

about the need to revise the

same based on sound

knowledge.

Share an unforgettable

experience with us.

It was in the year 1978 my

friends informed me that I

secured second rank in 12th

standard Commerce exam

of Gujarat Higher

Secondary Board. My

performance was just

average in 8th and 9th

standard with 57% marks

and 74% respectively with a

state rank of 292. From this

rank of 292 to obtaining a

second rank in B.com was a

great journey and an

unforgettable event that I

will cherish all my life.

What has been your

greatest motivation in life?

The greatest motivation in

life comes from the fact that I

think I am yet to reach the

peak in my career and

personal life. There is a lot to

be done in personal,

professional, family, social

and religious life. Life is too

short to really take great

strides in all the spheres

and one needs to balance

the wheel of life in a

dynamic manner.

I have to ensure that my

children scale greater

heights in their professional

and personal lives. It will be

truly happy when my

children overtake my stature

and I start getting

recognized as the father of

my successful children.

Supporting current

movement on eradicating

corruption from the country

and the introduction of

the Lokpal bill, a massive

rally hit the streets in

Kolkata. Mr. Arjun Bahri

Dhawan, CFA and Director

of Prem Footwear Pvt. Ltd.

initiated a support

campaign from Mother

Movement against Corruption @ Kolkata
Teresa Statue; Park Street

at 5 P.M. Supporters

included Mr. Rasesh

Sadani,CFA Mr. Amrit

Sukhani, CFA and other

members from the

Kolkata CFA Association

joined the gathering of

almost 200 people and

extented their support to

the cause.

Mr. Arjun Bahri Dhawan, CFA holding a placard “AZAD karo”
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Tell us something about yourself and

your family

I live in Pune with my husband, two

daughters and mother-in-law. I have a

very supportive family.

What do you desire to achieve in the

near future

I want to create a community of

competitive intelligence (CI)

professionals in India and further build

‘ValueNotes’ through leadership in this

field. Competitive intelligence is the

process of gathering information on

one’s environment, industry,

competitors and customers, and

interpreting what it means for a

company’s business strategy. Since last

year, I have been involved in reaching out

to CI professionals working in different

industries and companies in India.

Ms. Varsha Bhanoo Chitale, CFA

Director - Research Services,

ValueNotes Database Pvt. Ltd, Pune

V a l u e N o t e s

(www.valuenotes.co.in)

is also in the

process of

establishing an

India chapter of

SCIP (The Strategic

Competitive and

I n t e l l i g e n c e

P r o f e s s i o n a l s ) ,

which is the

largest global

organization of CI

professionals in

the world.

What lessons

have failures

taught you in life?

Failures and

setbacks are a

part of life. But it

is important to

figure out what

each failure has

to teach you and

move on in life.

There are always new opportunities

that come your way. One needs to have

faith in one’s own beliefs and

convictions and looking out for the

right opportunities. This of course,

applies to both, personal and

professional life.

How do you think one can sustain

success?

I think for sustaining success,

complacency is something one needs

to guard against. There are always new

things to be learnt - from peers as well

as younger people. It is important to

keep your mind fresh and always open

to new ideas.

What is your dream vacation?

My idea of a dream vacation has

changed over the years and I expect it to

keep changing further. I went for a trek to

the Everest base camp a few years back.

It was a tough trek, but the kind of peace

one experiences in the wilderness,

completely isolated from civilization is

unmatched. I think my dream vacation

will be another such experience, though

not necessarily as physically

challenging as the earlier one!

Do you feel that women make better

managers than men at the work

place?

Not necessarily. I try to stay away from

such generalizations. I think I have

seen both men and women who are

very good and very bad managers.

How has the CFA qualification helped

you in enhancing your career?

ValueNotes undertakes business

research and intelligence to enable

companies to formulate better business

strategies. Finance is a very critical

aspect of business. What I learnt during

the CFA has helped me immensely while

working on research and consulting

assignments for our clients.

If you had a chance to change

something that you have done in last

five years, What would it be?

My family is very important to me and

I try very hard to strike a good balance

between my work and family. However,

there have been occasions where, I feel

I could have done better. But then I

guess we always see things more

clearly in retrospect!

What drives you in life?

That is hard to say. I run into people

who impress me with some aspect of

their life or personality – not

necessarily famous people, but just

ordinary people.  And they inspire me

to look at life a little differently – to try

to become a better person in some way,

and to do things that are nobler than I

would otherwise do.
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VACATION

Having travelled close to 25

countries across the globe, I needed

the kick of an exciting holiday. We had

just a few days to spare and we wanted

to try something different. A luxury

cruise was a good option we thought, but

four days was too short for it.

 One fine morning my wife read the

news that a new Caravan Service was

being launched by M.P. Tourism, we

were excited! We had always wanted

to travel in a Caravan “House on

Wheels” during our visit to Australia,

New Zealand and Europe, and wow!

here we had the opportunity right at

our doorstep. I contacted the Tourism

Office the next day, and to my surprise

they welcomed us as the first

customer hiring their newly launched

service. We booked a tour package for

a hill station – Pachmari and

requested them to include a visit to

Sanchi and Tawa Dam, which the

Tourism Department agreed as a

special case being the first customer.

We told the kids that we were going for a

Holiday with a difference, but kept the

caravan news as a surprise. The

caravan arrived on the pre-decided

time and the boys jumped with

happiness, when they saw the lovely red

caravan. They could not believe that we

were going to travel in the caravan for

the next few days. Our entire family

came to see us off on this voyage.

We entered the dream machine and

were awestruck to see the aircraft like

interiors. The air-conditioned caravan

was equipped with two LCD, TV’s, DVD

player, a microwave owen, a

refrigerator, and motorized plush

leather upholstered full reclining

seats which could be converted into

beds. The van had an attached

bathroom with a Shower too. To add to

our pleasure, we had a driver and an

attendant at our disposal.

We reached our first destination

Sanchi exploring our new home. At

Sanchi we saw the famous stupas and

then we set out on our journey to

Pachmari. We reached Pachmari by

the time we finished watching the

movie Dhammal (It is our families

favorite movie; we must have watched

it with kids more than 10 times.)

We spent the next two days exploring

Pachmari, shopping, cooking, eating,

and drinking, and enjoying the beauty

of nature. On our way back we visited

Tawa Dam, a jaw-dropping scenic

place. Thankfully M.P. Tourism had

arranged for the night halts in the

premises of their tourist cottages and

hotels that gave us the needed safety

while travelling in a caravan. The best

part was the happiness of the whole

family staying together, it was fun!

After this lovely experience, now we

are surely looking forward to a Cruise

aboard some premium ship.

Mr. Shailesh S Danani, CFA

Managing Director, Omega Rubber Industries

HOLIDAY ON WHEELS
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MUMBAI “Indian Debt Market:

Past, Present and Future”

Mr. Prabhat Varma,  MBA, ICFAI University

General Manager (Investments), Sahara India Financial

Corporation Ltd.

An evening seminar was organized

by the Pune CFA Association on

“Corporate Governance & its

relevance to the Stock Markets”.   Mr.

Ramachandra Pore was the speaker

and he discussed about corporate

scams which are hitting the stock

market with an alarming regularity.

This has resulted in retail investors

losing faith in the markets.

Does corporate governance have any

relevance to equity prices? The answer

was ‘yes It has’. Studies in India and

abroad have shown that investors,

especially large investors, are ready to

pay a premium for well-governed

PUNE

“Corporate Governance & its relevance to the stock market”

Mr. Ramachandra Pore
Practicing Company Secretary

companies. Sustained long-term growth

can be obtained through excellence in

corporate governance only. Well-

governed companies enjoy favorable

treatment from all stakeholders; banks,

suppliers, customers, employees etc.

This should normally translate into

better earnings. Obviously, such

companies will enjoy higher valuation

on stock exchanges.

The speaker shared with the audience

that for a retail investor it is very difficult

to form an opinion about the wellness of

the governance of a company.

Corporates can create a façade of

governance through well-orchestrated

publicity.  Corporate governance ratings

are rare and not well-publicized. Only

favorable matters are given exposure.

Markets will have to learn to reward

the well-governed companies.  Signs to

this effect are there.  This, in long term

will encourage others to improve

themselves.  The process is in evolving

stage and will gain more and more

importance over time.  This may be a

beginning towards a new capitalism.
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NEW DELHI

An evening seminar was organized by

the New Delhi CFA Association on

“Wealth Planning: Luck or Strategy”.

Mr. Samar Vijay, Director of

InvestCare Pvt Ltd was the speaker.  He

shared his opinion with the audience

saying that the general trend directed

towards improving wealth has been

on the “earning more” side of it. This

has been the primary reason why

people contemplate changing jobs

more often. For a petty raise, people

take up jobs they do not aspire to

continue for long and landup into

serious trouble afterwards.

Moreover, assuming they land up into

“earning more” side, there seems to be

an unabated desire of getting towards

“spending more” side instead of

“creating more”. Barring a few

sporadic investments done on pretext

of building wealth, we have not seen

much interest on creation side. The

MrMrMrMrMr. Samar Vijay. Samar Vijay. Samar Vijay. Samar Vijay. Samar Vijay
Director, InvestCare Pvt Ltd

“Wealth Planning: Luck or Strategy”

An evening seminar was organized by

the Ahmedabad CFA Association on the

topic “Budget 2011 – Know it better to

crack your interviews”. Mr. Hitesh

Somani, CFA, Managing Director,

Aapka Investment & Management

Excellence was the speaker for the

evening.

The seminar was very useful for those

who were looking out for jobs and

other new opportunities. He presented

a detailed analysis of the budget and

its impact on various industries. The

speaker threw light on the highlights

AHMEDABADMr. Hitesh Somani, CFA

Managing Director, Aapka Investment & Management

Excellence

“BUDGET 2011 – “KNOW IT BETTER TO CRACK
YOUR INTERVIEWS”

net effect, hence, is a gradual journey

towards financial failure.

On the other hand, the general pattern

observed in people with “create more”

personality reveals that such people

take optimistic and planned approach

towards their wealth. While there is no

guarantee that all their investments

would result into wins, informed

decision helps them stay on the

winning side more than the losing side.

Naturally, such people are better

positioned to be financiallyl

successful – and they invariably are.

Thus, while “win some, lose some”

including the growth prospects of the

country, inflation and fiscal deficit,

and impact on consumer products. The

budget analysis covered various

sectors like banking, social,

agriculture, automobile, oil & gas,

aviation, and pharmaceuticals.

approach could be luck driven, “win

more and lose some” is strategic. There

apparently is wealth to be made

moving from luck driven to strategic

driven investments.
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CHENNAI

Mr.V. Pattabhi Ram
Practicing Chartered Accountant

The Kolkata CFA Association organized

a seminar on the topic, New Age

Banking & Career Opportunities. The

speaker Mr. Parameshwar Mahato,

CFA began his discussion with the

career opportunities available in the

BFSI sector. He cited a number of

examples where there are vacancies

available particularly in banking

sector with a preference to CFAs. He

said that Basel-II implementation has

acted as a catalyst for creating new

opportunities in risk management and

related field in the banking and Non-

Banking F inancial Companies

(NBFCs).  Now companies understand

the need and expertise of CFAs in areas

of valuation of equities & bonds, credit

appraisal, forex & equity. The speaker

resolved a few questions that came up

from the audience during the

interaction. These queries included

Basel-II norms, valuation methods of

equity and use of time value of money

KOLKATA
Mr. Parameshwar Mahto, CFA

Manager - Credit, United Bank of India

in taking appropriate decisions in

buying and selling of securities or any

assets. He also gave some tips and

FAQs for facing interviews.

He explained current ratio, dividend

discount model, valuation methods,

project appraisal techniques,

calculation of capital adequacy ratio,

tier-I and tier –II capital and their

composition, risk weighted assets etc.

The discussion was very interactive

and participative.

MUMBAI

Indian Stock Markets: Coping with Volatility

Mr. Rajesh Vora, CFA

Director, New Horizon Investments

Budget 2011- An Analysis

New Age Banking & Career Opportunities
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Alumni
Get-

together Pune @ 3D Destination Fun

Kolkata @ Bowlers Den

Ahmedabad@ Tunnel Disc

Alumni in a serious discussion followed by dance and bowling
at the venue

Alumni are seen enjoying dancing to the tunes of DJ
at the tunnel disc

Food, Fun and frolic was  in the air at the Get-together

Alumni catching up with each other over dinner
The Charter August 2011 �  11

Bangalore@ Hotel Nandhana Grand
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CFA Association Executive Committee Meetings

Ahmedabad

Bengaluru

Chennai Hyderabad
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Vinod M Lakhwani - Today is the 1st anniversary of FATP
X batch........ Missing all my friends and mentors...

Dev Ghosh - Happy Birthday FATP X!

Ibrahim A Lakdawala - Happy Birthday, Karachi bakery
ke Cakes hai i guess ... :)

Tejas Patel - yar chalo fir se Cygnus chalte he................

Ibrahim Lakdawala - Sahi me yaar...wish phir se ja
sakte...but i don't think they will call us again.

Dev Ghosh - really missing Bhattacharya & Kota Sir's
lesson, and not to forget the "pappu rice and wokatti"

Ch Praveen Kumar - FATP Batch XIV began today with
40 CFA's from across the country. We wish them all the
best!

Dev Ghosh - all the best pals……

Suresh Zunzunwala - all the best guys…

Log on to www.facebook.com/fatp.cygnus and "Like" the
page to get connected to your CFA friends from FATP.
Catch up on conversations, updates, contests and prizes!

The Charter team congratulates

our alumnous Mr. Vishal Shah,

CFA and CEO of Synersoft

Technologies Pvt Ltd, on been

awarded a gold medal and cash

prize for developing a

technology ‘BLACKbox TMail’.

The event was jointly organized

by the Department of Science

and Technology (DST), Lokheed

Marten Corporation, USA,

Federation of Indian Chambers

of Commerce and Industry

(FICCI) and University of Texas,

Austine, USA.

Speaking on this occasion  to the

Charter magazine Mr. Vishal

Shah informed us that this

achievement is a part of the

DST-Lockheed Martin India

Innovation Growth Program

which is a two-year, nation-wide

project, created to enhance the

growth and development of

India’s entrepreneurial

economy. The Program is

equally funded by the

Department of Science and

Technology (Gov. of India) and

Lockheed Martin Corporation,

and was developed with the

assistance of the Indo-US

Science and Technology Forum,

IC2 Institute at the University of

Texas, and FICCI.

The overall goal of the Program

is to accelerate the launch of

Indian early-stage technologies

into the global marketplace.

The innovation is named as

BLACKbox TMail. The product

will be launched in August 2011.

Conversations on
Facebook.com/
FATP.CYGNUS

Delegates (from Left To Right) in the picture

Dr Sid Barber, Director with University of Texas, Austin.

Dr Arvind Mitra, Director with Indo American Science

& Technologies Forum.

Dr Ray Jhonson, CEO of Lockheed Martin.

Mr. Vishal Shah, CFA, CEO of Synersoft Technologies.

Dr Dr T Ramaswami, Director at DRDO.

Dr Rajeev Kumar, Under Secretary, Department of

Science.

 Vishal Shah, CFA bags a Gold Medal

The FATP XIV commenced with 37 CFAs joining the batch.

This batch made good progress and concluded on 30 July

2011. F ive CFAs were offered a position of Associate

Analyst in DMV Market Research Private Limited as early as

June, which is a month earlier than scheduled for the

placement session. A few more companies from

Hyderabad, Mumbai, and Bangalore have been lined up for

interviews. The batch concluded with the participants

organizing a get-together to bid farewell to each other and

also to facilitate their trainers and mentors who were

helpful to them during their three months of training at

Cygnus in Hyderabad. The participants dressed up for the

occasion welcomed everyone and gave a lively

performance of their individual talents to pep up the mood

for the evening. It

was followed by a

farewell cake

cutting and dinner.

The next FATP

batch XV has

commenced on 3

August 2011 with

30 CFAs attending

the program.

FATP – XIV concludes and
Batch XV Commences
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Career Moves Team Charter congratulates the achievers and wishes them

good luck for a bright future

Mithlesh Kumar, CFA

New Delhi

Mithlesh Kumar has joined

Dion Global Solutions Ltd as

a Research Analyst.

Prior to this, he was a Forex

Research Analyst with Priyank Commodities

Pvt. Ltd.

We want to feature you in these columns. Share your significant
achievements in your personal or professional life. Please mail us
on charter@iupindia.in along with your name, contact number, city
and a recent photograph.

Happy MomentsHappy Moments

Sumit Mishra, CFA,

Gurgaon

tied the knot with

Ratika

Jinesh Sheth, CFA

Kolkata

Jinesh Sheth has joined as a Senior

Research Analyst-Institutional Clients,

Equity & Derivatives with A C Choksi

Share Brokers Pvt Ltd.

Prior to this, he was a Research Analyst with

CRISIL Ltd.

Venkatesh K, CFA

Chennai

Venkatesh K is now a

Consultant with Capgemini.

Prior to this, he was a Senior

Business Trainer with

Temenos India PVT Ltd.

Neha Chamaria, CFA

Kolkata

She has bagged her first job as

a Senior Associate - Investment

Research with

Netscribes India Pvt. Ltd.

Abhishek Agarwal, CFA

Kolkata

Abhishek Agarwal has bagged his first

job as a Fund Administrator with

HSBC Security Services.

Sumit Khicha, CFA,

Beawar

tied the knot with

Prathibha

Babita Kapoor, CFA

and Deepak Kapoor

Amritsar

Blessed with a

baby girl

Satpal Verma,

CFA,

Karnal

tied the knot

with Sunita

Kavita Jajodia,

CFA,

Hyderabad

tied the knot with

Abhishek Kedia
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Position Company Name Location

Manager Investor Relations Akruti City Ltd Mumbai

Manager, Assistant General Manager IDBI Bank Ltd Mumbai

Analyst/Senior Analyst Capital Code Pune

Analyst SNL Financial (India) Pvt. Ltd Ahmedabad

Asst. Manager, Officer Grade Securities and Exchange Board of India Mumbai
A - General Stream

Finance Executive - Product Control HSBC New Delhi, Gurgaon

Assistant Manager / Sobha Developers Limited Bangalore

Deputy Manager Sales Accounts

Product Manager for Financial IT Org Miles Software Solutions Pvt. Ltd Mumbai

in Capital Markets Domain

Investor Relations BGR Energy Systems Ltd Mumbai/Chennai

Research Analyst SNL Financial (India) Pvt. Ltd Ahmedabad

Head - Business Development

Head - Investment Banking Microsec Capital Ltd. Kolkata, New Delhi
Head - Institutional Broking & Mumbai

Head - Currency Strategist/Research
Head - PCG Desk

Sr. Equity Research Analyst Systematic Shares & Stocks (I) Ltd Mumbai

Financial Analyst Value & Budget Housing Bangalore

Corporation Housing Ltd

Credit Analyst TCM Info Services Pvt. Ltd Delhi

Equity Research Analyst KIFS Securities Limited Ahmedabad

Senior Manager/Manager (Relationship),
GM/DGM/Senior Manager/Manager Amazan Capital Ltd Kolkata

(Business Development)

Assistant Vice President - Costing UTI Technology Services Limited Mumbai

and Financial Analysis

Sr. Financial Analyst - 3 Opening(s) Honeywell Technology Solutions Lab Pvt. Ltd. Bangalore

Equity Research Analyst Silverdale Capital Services Pvt. Ltd Singapore

Fund Manager - Equity Quantum Advisors Private Limited Mumbai

Knowledge Manager Thomson Reuters India Pvt. Ltd Bangalore

Equity Research Analyst Proactive Global IT Software Pvt. Ltd Delhi

For more details on jobs, please log on to the website: www.thefinancialanalyst.org

Download from

www.thefinancialanalyst.org
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